
CST1545Pro
CST1545-5Pro
CST645Pro
with

Superior-X Button Control

The large, high density ball and shape of the
CST1545 case act as a natural hand rest that mirrors 
the contour of the hand.   Combined with the special
 “Ambidextrous” feature, the PC-Trac accommodates
both right and left-handed users (without changing 
system settings) and hands of all sizes. No need to 
move your arm or rotate your wrist from side to side.move your arm or rotate your wrist from side to side.
You’ll enjoy this trackball’s ability to dynamically 
accelerate across the screen as you turn the ball faster!    

Using built-in dynamic motion enhancement, this 
miniature Trackball is engineered to give single-pixel 
control while still having the ability to move to the other
side of the screen with a flick of the finger.  Roll the ball
faster and see the cursor speed accross the screen,
move the ball slowly  and you get singel pixel accuracy.

Superior-X Button Control enhances the efficiency and
comfort of these two, time-proven products.So if you 
are the hard-working, efficient type that likes maximum
ease of use, reliability and control, the CST1545Pro
or the CST645Pro USB trackballs are perfect for you.

If you need more buttons, request the CST1545-5Pro.
This version adds two, 3.5MM external button jacks 
on the rear panel for connection of two additional 
external buttons.  With Superior-X button Control, 
these two buttons add great functionality.

The miniature case of the MicroTrac allows the user to
hold the trackball in the palm of the hand minimizing
fatigue.  The MicroTrac also has rubberized feet allowing
it to be used on the desktop like a regular trackball.  It is
Designed to easily accommodate both right and left hand
users as well as different size hands.
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Now enjoy maximum flexibility, control and efficiency with the
CST1545Pro and the CST645Pro.  These “true three button”
trackballs, coupled with Superior-X Button Control Software,
offer the flexability and control you need in today’s world of 
complex applications and games.  With Superior-X Button
Control you can “re-map” mouse buttons to over 40 
pre-defined actions as well as the ability to record pre-defined actions as well as the ability to record 
“mouse button macro’s” (a series of keystrokes).  All of these
actions can be made “application specific” which allows users
to use the mouse buttons differently in each application.
Application specific settings are quite usefull in games
since they do not inherently support extended mouse buttons.
In addition, repetitive actions can be accomplished with one
click saving time and eclick saving time and effort. 


